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The problem

Local authorities are under pressure 

to address the Levelling Up agenda, 

while also tackling issues such as:

– Integrated Care Systems

– The cost of living crisis

– Food poverty

– Supporting families



The hypothesis

When local authorities connect data 

from multiple sources, they can:

– Spot crucial connections 

in society sooner

– See the full story which may 

otherwise remain hidden

– Change outcomes for the better



The solution

Capita’s Single View

Capita’s Single View combines data sources so you can 

identify and intervene with red-flag situations sooner…

…leading to better outcomes for the most vulnerable 

citizens in your community.



• Capita’s Single View

Capita’s Single View

Our intuitive software helps UK local authorities manage their services more effectively. 

It brings together data from school admissions, attendance, exclusions, youth justice, 

free school meals and many other sources to build a comprehensive, integrated single 

source of truth.



Streamlined, customisable, 

out-of-the-box dashboards 

help you overcome data 

integration challenges by 

combining all of the relevant 

information in one place.

Realtime Data Integration 

Reporting helps you make early, 

intelligent interventions. So you 

can safeguard families, children 

and vulnerable adults before 

they reach crisis point – and 

improve life chances now, and 

for future generations.

Reduce poverty 

and deprivation

Overcome

challenges caused 

by the pandemic

Support key 

government 

programmes

Capita’s Single View



Challenge #1 

You’re faced with a range of barriers when it comes to integrating data.

Legal

Setting up data 

sharing agreements

Cultural

Siloed working 

and thinking

Technological

Hard-to-navigate legacy 

IT infrastructure

With Capita’s Single View, you can integrate and share data seamless and securely.

– De-silo data and overcome blind spots. – Gain peace of mind with ‘read only’ access and 

full auditing capabilities, underpinned by your data 

sharing agreements.– Get going in as little as four weeks with 

our out-of-the-box solution.

– Alleviate bottlenecks, bring information 

to life and promote data literacy with 

easy-to-understand reporting.



Challenge #2 

You have access to lots of data, but 

you’re unsure how to use it effectively. 

Meaning you can’t see – or act on –

connections between sources.

With Capita’s Single View, you can connect dispersed data and spot opportunities for proactive intervention.

– Identify causes for concern sooner. – See intelligent, real-time dashboards and outputs 

that combine multiple data sources.
– Easily access a single, integrated 

version of the truth – Make proactive – rather than reactive – decisions 

and interventions.



Challenge #3 

You’re finding it hard to identify 

and prioritise cases for support, 

initiatives and bursaries.

With Capita’s Single View, you can deploy funds and resources where they’re needed most.

– Prioritise actions to secure the best outcomes. – Evidence more transformations and, in turn, claim 

more money for future support (Payment by 

Results). Capita’s Single View proactively reports 

on positive outcomes as they happen – thus 

promoting new claim thresholds as they’re met.

– Help practitioners save time and 

become more efficient.



Food poverty

• Capita’s Single View

Scenario: A young girl is not able to get the food she needs at home. At the crucial juncture between primary 

and secondary school, she is derailed from becoming a model student to entering a life of crime.

Connecting the data (example sources and flags):

– Attendance

– Social care

– Mental health issues

– Child/parent care

– Parental unemployment

– Gangs/youth crime (postcodes).

Changing the story (actions and outcomes):

– Feeding the family now – and getting them out of poverty for good

– Encouraging parents into vocational studies and apprenticeships

– Helping parents into long-term employment

– Helping the young girl get back on track with her education and career

– Improving life chances for all involved.

Capita’s Single 

View in action



County lines

• Capita’s Single View

Scenario: A vulnerable young person has been groomed to deal drugs across county lines.

Connecting the data (example sources and flags):

– Attendance

– Exclusion

– Criminal records (young person and parental)

– Physical abuse 

– Substance misuse.

Changing the story (actions and outcomes):

– Ensuring the young person’s safety

– Enrolling them in a sports wellbeing programme

– Introducing the whole family to the charity ‘Fearless’

– Improving life chances for all involved.

– Promoting education, training and career opportunities.

Capita’s Single 

View in action



First 1001 days

• Capita’s Single View

Scenario: A young mother is expecting. However, the child is already on course for a life of vulnerability. 

Connecting the data (example sources and flags):

– Family hubs

– Integrated Care Systems (ICSs)

– Education

– Social care

– Midwives

– Health visitors

– Mental health issues

– Revenues and benefits.

Changing the story (actions and outcomes):

– Helping the child and their family onto the right track even before birth

– Improving life chances for all involved

Capita’s Single 

View in action



Single View Crisis Avoidance & Early Intervention
Configurable real-time MASH Dashboards - identifying families escalating towards social care before they reach crisis point 

•Combines cross-system departmental data into real-time reporting dashboards for your internal and external partners

•Enables early intervention, improving family life chances and monitoring to avoid repeated deteriorating behaviors

•“Tells you what you don’t currently know’’ – auto screen refreshes & alerts, RAG weightings, configurable vulnerability indicators



Single View Supporting Families Programme



Single View Supporting Families Programme



Commercial in confidence

“We’re saving between 1-2 minutes per call 

(over an hour a day) undertaking our research

We can respond to more safeguarding enquiries 

quickly while targeting our interventions and 

resources effectively’’

MASH Team

“We’ve seen a real culture shift with Managers and 

Team Leaders generating their own reports for the 

first time, the software’s so easy to use Senior 

Managers are welcoming their graphical reporting, 

displaying trends and priorities in a visual format’’

Senior leadership team

‘’Our claim data collation process increased from 

a claim a week to two claims a day, the rapid 

increase in claims has provided additional 

funding to support the families that need it most’’

Supporting Families Team

Single View - Providing Positive Outcomes 
‘’Social Workers hadn’t accessed Capita before, 

they can now self-serve Early Help Education data, 

without the hassle of logging into a separate system. 

Data gathering and research is far more efficient.” 

Early Help Team

‘’Caseworkers on the ground are finding it invaluable 

to see who else is working with and supporting the 

same family across Social Care, Education and 

Youth teams. 

It’s been a revelation to our internal report writers 

being able to create reports seamlessly across 

different systems in a single report” 

Performance Management Team

‘’With an increasing number of patients living 

longer, needing support and treatment for 

multiple conditions, it’s important our patients are 

cared for by a team of professionals who work 

together effectively, with a single approach 

and outcome plan’’

West Midlands CCG

“Managers are accessing education, social 

care and youth data in a single reporting 

solution, supporting KPI’s, safeguarding 

enquiries, case reviews, FOI requests and 

Ofsted inspections, data is easily accessible, 

providing self-serve in a few clicks.” 

Education, Social Care 

and Youth Teams

“saves over an hour per day”

“ 900% uplift in claims data”

“ self-service” 

“real time data”



To learn how Capita’s Single View 

can help you connect data and 

change stories for the better, 

contact a member of the team 

today for a free demo. 

— Call: 07841 481773

— Email: chris.browning@capita.com

Save the Date – 22nd March 2023

Alternatively if discussing Single View 

with your contemporaries across the 

wider LA, then why not invite them to 

join our ‘Single View Launch Webinar’ 

on 22nd March? 
Likely to be 10AM - booking details TBC

https://www.capita.com/expertise/education/local-education-authority-software/single-view


Thank you

Commercial in confidence
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